Revisions to the iSWM™ Technical Manual

In June 2021, revisions to the iSWM™ Site Development Controls Manual were posted to the website:

**Site Development Controls Manual**

- Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 2.0 Bioretention, Page SD-29
- Update on April 2021 to Schematic 2.4 in Section 2.0 Bioretention, Page SD-42
- Update on April 2021 to Schematic 2.7 in Section 2.0 Bioretention, Page SD-45
- Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 3.0 Enhanced Swales, Page SD-47
- Update on April 2021 to Schematic 3.2 in Section 3.0 Enhanced Sawle, Page SD-56
- Update on April 2021 to Schematic 3.3 in Section 3.0 Enhanced Sawle, Page SD-57
- Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 4.0 Grass Channel, Page SD-59
- Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 5.0 Open Conveyance Channel, Page SD-65
- Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 10.0 Dry Detention/Extended Detention Dry Basin, Page SD-81
- Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 12.0 Underground Detention, Page SD-89
- Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 13.0 Filter Strip, Page SD-94
- Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 15.0 Planter Boxes, Page SD-105
- Update on April 2021 to Schematic 15.2 in Section 15.0 Planter Boxes, Page SD-108
- Update on April 2021 to Schematic 15.3 in Section 15.0 Planter Boxes, Page SD-109
- Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 16.0 Sand Filter, Page SD-110
- Update on April 2021 to Schematic 16.6 in Section 16.0 Planter Boxes, Page SD-123
- Update on April 2021 to Schematic 16.7 in Section 16.0 Planter Boxes, Page SD-124
- Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 19.0 Downspout Drywell, Page SD-133
- Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 20.0 Infiltration Trench, Page SD-137
- Update on April 2021 to Schematic 20.2 in Section 20.0 Infiltration Trench, Page SD-146

June 11, 2021
• Update on April 2021 to Schematic 20.3 in Section 20.0 Infiltration Trench, Page SD-147
• Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 21.0 Soakage Trench, Page SD-150
• Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 22.0 Stormwater Ponds, Page SD-154
• Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 24.0 Modular Porous Paver Systems, Page SD-178
• Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 25.0 Porous Concrete, Page SD-184
• Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 27.0 Rain Harvesting (Tanks/Barrels), Page SD-194
• Update on April 2021 to Summary Page in Section 28.0 Stormwater Wetlands, Page SD-197